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This text was interspersed between Cathy Washbrooke’s writing that 
particularly referenced Tim Ingold’s theory of enmeshment, and the 
presentation included video, audio and stills Calling Tree in Bloomsbury. 

I am Rosemary Lee choreographer and film-maker and Senior Research 
Fellow at C DaRE and Artist research associate at ResCen Middlesex. 

Calling Tree was conceived and co-directed by myself and movement artist 
Simon Whitehead.  It is a collaborative project hence the use of collectives 
pronouns though what you hear today is my personal experience of the work. 
It is a cross between a happening and a performance in and around a 
significant mature tree or trees in an urban context.  Each version of Calling 
Tree is bespoke, responding to not just the unique physical qualities of each 
tree but also to its context and to the various communities- human and non- 
human that it supports or shares its environment with. Today Cathy and I are 
focusing on the last version created for the atmospheric St George’s Garden 
Bloomsbury, performed as Autumnal dusk fell into night, where Simon and I 
chose to work in several tall London Plane trees and to fill the air of the whole 
garden with a sonic field. 

---- 

Our choices for the work Calling Tree at St. George’s Garden, were affected 
by so many considerations: 

Light- it was drawing to darkness through the performances so we had to 
transfer to torch-light within the second performance.  It's the darkest park in 
London 

Autumn- the leaves were falling it was colder sadder wetter more difficult to 
dance and climb in .. 

The pathways of passers by 

The acoustic 



The graves and its history 

The parks role for its regulars as a meeting place, a dog walking place, a 
place to sleep, to smoke, to get drugs, to hide, to dream, to rush through, to 
speed away on mopeds, to avoid things in, to sunbath in, to exercise in … 

The parks birds  

The noisy leaf blowers 

The trees themselves and what they allowed and enabled and forbade 

---- 

 

I make work that tends to be subtle, often unspoken and delicate, I don't make 
obvious demands, instead I hope it stirs the viewer to notice their environment 
more keenly if unconsciously, it is never issue based but I believe the work 
can affect personal and thereby possibly collective change. 

I wondered- could we- encourage people to sense with more attentiveness, 
and perhaps enable a sense of belonging and a greater connection? 

We wanted to literally call to people “stop, open your eyes, look up, see and 
absorb”. I have a secret desire to literally open peoples’ minds, open their 
senses- I see it as a re-opening or a re-membering, believing perhaps naively 
that we all had an open perception of the world around us, but as we mature 
and our lives fill in a myriad of ways, we stop noticing what is quietly around 
us because we can't take it all in, but this is an opportunity to call or whisper 
to people “waken”  “open”  “don't go back to sleep”.  “pay attention to the 
mystery”.  

“Call, call, call yourselves alive”  -…  

In the words of Rilke (The Duino Elegies) who always inspires me and whose 
words were called from the tree in Wales  

“Look: the trees exist; the houses 
we dwell in stand there stalwartly.  
Only we 
pass by it all, like a rush of air. 
And everything about us conspires to keep quiet, 
half out of shame perhaps, half out of 
some secret hope.”  
------ 
Waiting under the trees over the three weeks of making and then hours of 
performance meant I began to open up myself and see a complex world of 



interweaving worlds, human and non human, passing by and around me as I 
bore witness to it all, inspired by the trees. 
I began to notice the regular pathways of peoples’ journeys criss-crossing the 
garden, their dogs diverted to every smell, the birds trajectories, the mosses 
growth pattern, where the sun rises and sets, the prevailing wind, the 
movement of shadows…  I notice the invisible lines we create; not just the 
personal kinespheres we gate keep ourselves by and project out from, but the 
ones we create and project around others. I am acutely aware of the 
boundaries we set up ourselves personally and as communities.  Unspoken, 
unnoticed and often useful ones, after all, we know how to pull our own 
portcullises closed, both to protect us and to trap us from the “other”.  That 
other perhaps also is non-human- insect, bird, tree, mud … 

---- 

We live in times where we are trying to expose these invisible dividing lines 
and redraw them afresh; in some camps marked with more force indelibly 
onto the landscape and mind and in other camps erasing them, taking the risk 
of the free flow of thoughts, ideas and people across supposed geographic 
boundaries now surmountable physically and virtually.  I can feel myself doing 
that personally, drawing and rubbing out chalk lines around myself or/and my 
work.  Preferring the blur.  

----- 

My practice with any group of dancers participating in my work is first to 
awaken their sensorial response to their immediate environment through 
touch, sight, hearing and smell, and then to help them become more aware of 
their own feet on the earth and their connection to gravitational and upward 
forces through their vertical core, using ideokinesis and Skinner body graphics 
such as anchor lines through the feet to the centre of the earth and a head 
string through the head to the space beyond, to help them sense themselves 
as vertical creatures on the earth.  

‘Stand in your own footprints’ Alessandra called to the audience from the 
Tottenham tree.  

I work with somatic led practices and trust that the more attentive we are 
sensorially to our own bodies and the natural world around us, the more 
connected we feel to it sensing that connection and belonging more tangibly. I 
wanted to encourage that sensory sense of home, belonging and wakeful 
presence in our audience. Perhaps their sense of belonging and connection 
would be more conscious, real and cherished? By slowing the pace of the 
happening, taking our time, could we lull the audience into a slower pace, one 



where they could settle their heart rate and begin to inhabit the space more 
deeply, having time then to notice and be more attentive and patient? 

‘Taking part in the existence of things’  (inspired by Keats) 

------ 

Episodes of running figures, bird caller, mover on rope and duos singing 
overlapped each other so one felt in the midst of constant but unflustered 
change.  By augmenting and punctuating the two or three hour episodes with 
sudden loudness, or movement rushes we kept the audience awake and alert 
for change, surprise and eccentricity.  I noticed people watching the trees, 
wandering more slowly, stoping to watch, as though the performance 
thickened the atmosphere they moved through. For some it transfixed them.  
Everything became the work from the man hurrying with twenty rolls of loo 
paper to the children screaming with delight at their games as a performer 
hung above them upside down to the policemen on their huge horses who 
moved from path to grass so as not to disturb the work with their horses’ 
hooves.  

I sensed loss and longing in time and place here in the garden, and I wanted 
to reflect and enhance that. To create a sonorous place suggestive of the 
passing of time and season, of memories, of yearning and reaching to the 
night beyond.  

----- 

A question for me  was whether I could promote a sense of wonder in the 
viewer as they see the tree or trees anew. The wonder I felt I saw in peoples’ 
faces was not only the wonder at the poetics of the event as a whole but also 
the wonder at the performers up there, so at ease in the tree – wonder at what 
the human being as a species is capable of.  At first this disturbed me on 
some level, as if I wanted the work to cancel out the performers who called 
you to attend yourself and the world. I then realised how beautiful it was to 
watch a human being in the same way I watch a goldfinch, with wonder at its 
very existence. 

Though its convenient for our visual minds to grapple with metaphors of lines, 
meshes and nets, they suggest space and time in the West as we tend to 
visualise time in a linear manner passing through space much like the trail of 
an aeroplane.  But I find myself seeing imagining washes of energy, sensing 
states and atmospheres as I sense a place and imagine how I will fill it.  
Particularly in this garden where I had a strong sense of wanting sound and 
movement to flow through it not in a line but through the air like wind, flowing 
into spaces and flooding it with this visitation. Perhaps fogs, washes, and 



weather metaphors are equally as important as lines, however hard to hold, 
let alone write about … 

 

 


